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tine observance almost impossible.    There was,  therefore,
in Germany at any rate, a reaction after the first revival.
A very considerable effort towards monastic reform had The Cluniac
been made during the tenth century. It was in the eleventh ^°t^eement
century, however, that the really important development eleventh
took place. This is the golden age of Cluny under its two century
greatest abbots, Odilo and Hugh, who divided the century
between them; Odilo (994-1048) was the originator, Hugh
(1049-1109) the perfector. It was through them that the
Cluniac system proper was developed, and that Cluny from
being only a single Benedictine monastery became the head
of an Order. It was soon the mother of a huge family;
numerous daughter-houses were founded in Italy, Spain,
and England as well as in France and Burgundy. In the
Benedictine system each monastery was an independent
unit. In the Cluniac they were all directly dependent on
Cluny. There was only the one abbey ; its dependencies
were all priories. The work of reforming older monasteries
was increasingly added to the labours of the abbot, but these
monasteries were now made directly subject to Cluny; a
few regained their independence, but most of them remained
Cluniac, and some were reduced to priories. A vast organisa-
tion was created, for Cluny had some hundreds of houses
dependent upon her; and to these dependent houses was
extended the immunity granted to Cluny, exemption from
diocesan authority. Wealthy, for kings and nobles vied
with one another in giving him money and lands, and power*
ful owing to the wide range 6f his authority, the abbot of
Cluny was one of the great princes of the Church, He was
the head of a monastic order, and in this his time and his
interests were fully engrossed,
In Germany, and especially in Lorraine, there was also The move-
an important development of monastic reform at the beginning ?^aine
of the eleventh century.   Henry II especially favoured it, in the
and so did his friend Pilgrim, archbishop of Cologne,   The eleventh
influence of Cluny now began to be distinctly felt.   Monas- cen ury
teries were temporarily made subject to others for the purpose
of reform, and the Customs of Cluny formed the basis for the
constitutions of several monasteries,   But, though much of
the spirit of Cluny was introduced, its particular feature, a
centralised   organisation^   was   lacking.    The   monasteries

